
every May, tick tock, like clockwork, even when I guard against it tick tock 
   I go crazy. 

 
it’s been years, now, and every single year time starts to slide, mellifluous, through my absent 
fingers, over the echo of my ring finger and the tattoos of my childhood, I start to feel so alive 

I am present 
voices wash through me I am electric 

nothing can touch me 
nobody comes close 

 
(May sneaks up on me how each touch tingles 
and by June I am stranded I’ve burns me to death 
in a hospital bed with little idea got there) 

  
and her fingers I’m 

delve in and not 
out of me, far her 

from myself nobody can tell  
me no not any more 

tick my brain is shivering 
tock into spasmodic curves close to the end 

the dark is encroaching 
and June is closing on me summer’s days in June 

an evening kaleidoscoping outwards 
 

until those lows hit like an autumn sunset 
and I learn what it means to feel shame 
 

but no, not yet 
I have my month that perfect month in May 

an incandescent 
and self-indulgent it nearly kills me, every time 

explosion of want 
 

and I have no choice but to come back for more. every single time, it unlaces me and builds me 
into a giddy nightmare and you (my darling) you hate May, you hate it, my baby sister’s birthday 
and the time your lover turns into I’m 

me not 
her 

it isn’t my choice 
  it was never my choice I don’t exist (not in May) 

I’m nothing 
like myself 



and I dread it now, I spend every year from March onwards waiting for that psychedelic tilt, that 
vanishing point where I cease to exist, replaced by an exquisite facsimile that smiles with my 
mouth and laughs with my lungs 

I am real 
I don’t feel real 

June, they spend chemically altering me. 
June, I am the magical product of modern medicine. 
June, I narrowly escape ECT and lithium. and as the nights  

stretch into infinity 
I start to remember 

who I once used to be 
and by the time the summer ends 

 I can recall my own name memory topples from each 
  I know my friends strand of hair, lost in water 

  I continue living 
 

I was born in June. 
I don’t remember my last birthday. 

(I don’t remember any from the last five years) 
but 

tick I remember 
tock September so entirely empty 

tick and winters  
tock in her arms and it’s almost enough 
 her mother’s  
birthday and painful soppy holidays 

cold holidays with you 
 

I will remember your birthday 
(darling) 

 
and I’ll always be mad 

in May. 


